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Fading in sunlight 

Printed pages fade in direct sunlight , especially if types of 
ink and paper are used. Propose quantitative parameters 

to study the prolonged exposure of ink and paper to 
sunlight.



As we know, ink will fade away in sunlight



•To study this question.

•We proposed these 

Four factors.

sunlight humidity

temperat
ure

Color of 
ink 



So we need to find out their quantitative relationship.

sunlight

We use different 
intension of light

temperature

Combine with 
sunlight.

humidity

This mainly 
dose impact 
on light ink.

Color of ink 

点we use 
different color 

of ink to 
experiment.加文

本

Here are our methods to experiment.



Here are the Laboratory Instruments

Color difference 
meter

Xenon color 
fastness test box

Light fastness 
blue wool



Acceleration by keeping test parameters higher than max natural intensity.  
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The component of sunlight

UV 295-400nm 6,3%

Visible 400-800nm ~57%

IR 800-3000nm ~37%



• Every sample we take at least two measure points to 
make sure the accuracy of statistics.

• we use E to stand for chromatic aberration

• Also , to reduce the error, we calculate E before and after 
experiments.
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We use chromatic aberration to describe the degree of 
fading.



Calculating chromatic aberration   

• After taking out the exposed samples and balancing them at room 
temperature in a dark box for 0.5 hour, the color difference of the exposed 
samples was detected by color difference meter.   

• Here is the formula to calculate chromatic aberration

chromatic aberration

Standard luminosity 
difference

Standard Red/Green 
Difference

Standard yellow/blue 
Difference



Here are our samples



Measuring 
point

irradiance （W/㎡）
/Temperature (°C)
(indoor temperature
23°C）

before after
result

L a b △E L a b △E

A

1 50/25 0 0 0.1 0.1 -1 0.66 3.03 2.59 2.49

2 60/28 0 0 0.1 0.1 -1.3 0.46 2.89 3.12 3.01

3 70/31 0 0 0.1 0.1 -1.6 0.57 3.09 3.61 3.51

4 80/34 0 0 0.1 0.1 -1.9 0.99 3.24 3.98 3.88

5 90/37 0 0 0.1 0.1 -2.2 0.77 3.12 4.62 4.52
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Here is our experiment result. 



Here’s our data
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This is the linear regression formula

X stand for irradiance 

Y stand for ΔE

X stand for the average 
value of irradiance

Y stand for the average 
value of ΔE

We found that ΔE is proportionate to irradiance and temperature.



• Humidity settles in a numerical value a little lower than the environment 
humidity. So we experiment in different time to create different humidity conditions.               

• Through  experiments, we found that humidity only affects light inks, but has little 
effect on dark inks. So we put this factor into different colors parameter.

Hardly to see the 
difference

Obviously to see the 
difference

Humidity 
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This is about color

Measuring 
point

irradiance （
W/㎡）

before after result

L a b E L a b E ΔE

1 Dark yellow 0.1 0 -0.1 0.14 1.17 -1.67 -0.89 2.23 2.09

2 Dark yellow 0.1 0 -0.1 0.14 1.17 -1.66 -0.89 2.22 2.08
1 Light yellow 0.03 0 0.01 0.04 1.39 -3.14 1.28 3.57 3.53
2 Light yellow 0.03 0 0.01 0.04 1.39 -3.15 1.28 3.58 3.54
1 black 0.01 0 0 0.01 0.31 -0.6 -0.15 0.69 0.68
2 black 0.01 0 0 0.01 0.31 -0.61 -0.14 0.68 0.67
1 white 0.19 0 0.02 0.19 0.35 -5.34 2.6 5.9 5.71
2 white 0.19 0 0.02 0.19 0.35 -5.37 2.6 5.86 5.67
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As for time 

time/h

ΔE

We use the white samples.
took out the samples 

every 0.5h .
And we drew this graph.

From it, we can see the E 
is proportionate to time. 



Error analysis

• 1.During our experiment , the environment is metabolic, so the result     

• may have a little error.

• 2.When we test the time, we took out

• the samples, so this may have some 

• error. 

• 3.the more intensive light than sunlight 

• may cause other little change, but it 

• doesn’t cause big error.



From the above experiments, we can draw the following 
conclusions.

•We propose a parameter k to represents different kinds 
of ink.

• δ stands for the intension of irradiance. 

T stands for temperature .

t stands for time .

ΔE=k（δT）t
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1. 20160116平板式氙灯老化测试箱操作手册
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3. 颜料以及印刷油墨日晒色牢度测试方法
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Thank you for listening


